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WHY !-The whippings are so numerous and come so
often the •' Baby " is in such a continual state of unrest and
anxiety that he is howling most of the time.
The following is only one instance in n1any where the
" Baby " got it '' where the chicken got the axe."
SMI'rH MrLr..s, QUE., July 18, 1900.
VT. FARM MACHINE Co.,
BELLOWS FALLS, VT.

Gentlemen :
In May I decided to purchase a separator and began to look around
for a good machine.
The DeLaval Local and General Agents came to my place and did a
great deal of talking for their machine. I told them 1 understood the U.
S. was the best. To this they replied that they would be · glad to llave a
c :J ntest with the U. S. at my place. So I agreed to let them set in a No.2
AI ph a aud they were to see the U . S. Agent and arrange for a contest, but
they never went near him. After waiting a while, I wrote him the facts
of the case and he brought a No 6 Improvec...l U. S. Separator and set it
beside the AI pha.
It was decided that I should divide my milk at each milking and run
one half through one machine and the other half through the other, and
at the eud of five days. the representatives of each machine should come
to my place and chunt th e hutter, I to buy the machine that macie the
most butter.
The whole amount of milk run through each machine was 319% lbs. ,
and from the cream from the DeLaval was made 12 }~ lbs. of butter, whi le
from that of the U. S. was made 14 7.:( lbs. of butter, or I,%lbs. - 14 per
cent - more .
\Vhen the DeLaval Age nts saw tlu· y were beaten in the amount, then
they claimed their butter was enough hetter quality to make up the difference in weight. A sample of each was given to six men to judge, and
each one decided that that . S. had better grain and better kt>eping
qualitit-s.
This wa5 the last point that the DeLaval people could bring up, so I
orderecl aU. S., and would advise all buyers to do likewise and have the
Best.
The DeLaval Age nt tri ed a trick of putting on a different fe ed cup
fr m the one regularl y sent out with the machines to make their machine
ruu more milk. and , after heing fairl y beaten, th~-· y claimed that tllP l.
S. g-ent anrl m yse lf were not fair but there could not hl'l'\'e heen any one
more fair than the U. S. Agent. He Allowed the DeLI'lval Agent to name
any test be wisheci and then heat him fairly anrl openl y in them all.
Yours trul y,
( Signed )
E. G. WILCOX.

If you wish to lean1 more ahot~t the trial s and tribulations
of the " Baby "send for phamphlets along that line .
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THE ONLY WAY THE ''BABY'' IS
EVER WHIPPED.
CLIFTON PARK, N. Y. , Dec. 20, 1899.

"After a through trial with the ' Baby ' No . 1. and No . 7 separators, I have decided to keep the ' Baby,' the same mak iJJg twelve ounces more butter fr0m ninety-eight
pounds of milk; the milk was equally dividerl anrl separated in four times.
My wife
says she would rather wash the • Bahy ' than the U . S Machine.
It separates at the
rate of three hundred and fifty pouncis of milk per hour. It is a new 2oth Century style,
and I am well pleased with it after using it about two months.

HENRY THIEROLF.
Send for rgoo catalogue giving capacities and prices of the 2oth Century DeLaval
Se parators.

Churns, Butter Workers, Butter Prints, Vats, etc, etc. We carry in stock a full line
of Machinery and Apparatus for the manufacture of Butter and Cheese,
both in Dairy and Factory.
Send for our No. 79 Catalogue of Creamery Goods: No. rso of Dairy Appliances , or
No. 99 on the Pasturization of Milk and Cream.

MOSLEY & STODDARD MFG. CO.,

. . ROWING BR EEDI NG PEN OF PEKIN DU C KS.

As we stated in our " ad., la st fa11 that th e Poul1ry I e rartn ·e11t w uld b be tt er fi xe d another
year to tend to the '\\ants of it rBttT 11S. ~e ne w ca ll }CUr at1e11ti 11 t tl1e cl:arg t s u :Fd in br tdit' g
pens for the comit g ~eason Where tbe re '\o\ a!' on e f n Ja~t Jfar , '\\ e b a ye t'\o\ o of t: ach b ttt'd; the
the ~tock bas so impro·r ed that we can t>xh ib it at our State ~bows.
Don't wait a11 st, lrttH' r . b llt J!et yrur <'f el r i n farly
~rt
frr circular statirg t:rice s . 'We sell
only pure breeds of utility f)(lttltry . Aildre5s . I'Ol L'TPY, DFP.A FTMl NT,
THE CONNECTIC U T AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, S'I ORR S, CONN.
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From time immemorial the first day of
the year has been the period set for fornling good resolutions, turning over new
leaves, renouncing bad habits , etc.
Doubtless this is as it should be.
On the first day of January one is likely
to look back over the year that is past, and,
of course, his mistakes and short-comings
troop before his imagination. Sometimes
they are so numerous as to prove almost
startling, and the meditator at once
resolves on a radical reform and thereupon maps out a course which he determines to pursue during the subsequent
twelve months. He feels confident at
the time, being somewhat stricken at
heart and proportionately penitent , that
he possesses sufficient moral stan1ina to
adhere faithfully to his newly concerted
code of rectitude and industry; but how
often it is, as the days draw into weeks.
and the weeks lengthen into months, that
the would-be reformer finds himself slipping, step by step, backward to the same

moral plane on which he stood when he
looked out upon the New Year I
Then he simply floats along until another New Year's Day confronts him,
when he renews his protestation to turn
over a new leaf, only to have this blown
back again by the first gentle zephyr that
wafts from the realms of temptation.
Now, would it not be better for us to
make every morning the beginning of a
New Year's Day ? and, every evening to
cast up the accounts of that day to see
how we stand? The wrongs of twentyfour hours can more easily be corrected
than can the mistakes of a whole year.
Therefore I say, let us form our good
resolutions daily; and with the strength
awarded us for each day let me endeavor
to live up to them.
With the advent of the new century
the young men and women of the United
States, and in fact. of the entire civilized
world , have a heritage unequalled in the
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history of the human race. This is a
bequest not to be wrapped in a napkin and
hidden away; it should be held in trust,
added to, enlarged, expanded and in time
transn1itted to generations yet to.come.
The arts, the sciences, and the trades
have attained a plane never before reached,
but they have by no means touched the
zenith of perfection, and soon it will rest
with the student and apprentice of the
present to take up the burden of the Professor and Master of to-day and carry it
sturdily onward .
How necessary is it, then, for the sons
and daughters so to prepare then1selves
that they may fittingly assume the tnantle
laid aside by the parent; ay, not only
assume it but add new lustre and strength
to the garment, so that their heirs may
not blush to don the habiliments of their
fathers!
The cloak must be rich and consequently
wealth must be acquired, but not wealth
of gold, silver and precious stones; it must
be the wealth of knowledge, integrity
and patriotism which shall render the garment an ornament to the wearer and a
valued heirloom to posterity.
~ever before have the .c itizens of our
nation been blessed with so many advan tages, but never before bas so much been
demanded from each individual. The
comforts and luxuries of to-day must not
be allowed to breed and foster sluggards,
else the world will retrograde and the _close
of another century will find the human
race pygmies compared with the intellecual
and moral giants of the present.
The catalogue of the Connecticut Agricultural College which appears promptly
with the New Year is an honor to all who
had a share in its compilation and publica.:.
tion . It is neat and attractive in appearance, comprehensive in its details, replete
with information useful and interestingto every citizen of the State; and it would

be well worth the while of the Board of
Trustees, even though it entailed extra expense. to see that every 1i brary and read ing room in Connecticut be supplied with
this excellen.t work.
. One special feature which this catalogu e
contains will prove of particular interest to
all prospective students of the institution.
That is the publication of the questwn s
propounded at the last entrance exatnination. Many a brilliant young scholar look s
forward with fear and trembling to passingthe ordeal of examinations, and some wh o
would prove thoroughly capable are deterred altogether fron1 making the attempt
through terror of the unknown. Th<:
list of questions presented to the candidates for admission in 1900 seems to be
very fair and should be readily answered
by a graduate of any g.ood grammer or di strict school.
The illustrations are very fine; having
be<~ n produced from photographs speciall y
taken for the work, they are of course accurate.
As a whol~ this is the best catalogue
ever sent out by our College .

COLLEGE NOTES.
Examinations for the fall term ended
Wednesday, Dec. 19, 1900, at noon. It
was a joyful occasion; for it is an acknowledged fact that " exams" are neither for
pleasure nor for pastime. but are a necessity and a hard one at that.
Although only two or three students
were at the College during the holidays ,
they certainly did their share in ushering
in the new century .
We know that many people have three
hands , the third being a little behind
hand; but we are glad to report that
the students , with oue o~ two exceptions
cau!ed by sickness, were prompt m
returning after their winter vacation .

LOOKOUT.
Miss Goodrich-, 'o2, failed to con1e back
at the beginning of the term, and it is presumed that she has had a higher call in
life than to while away her time over an
education.
Mr. George Hollister, '02, has returned
to College. He was prevented 'from appearing at the beginning of the term by
illness.
Mr. Jackson, '02, has left College. He
was a prominent figure in his class and no
doubt will be greatly missed .
.Mr. Harry Shaffer, '03, has also left
College and found employment at G. Hall
Jr. & Co's. thread factory, South Willington, where he will learn the art of making
thread.
Mr. Dimock, 'ox, has decided to drive to
College with his brother and sister, instead
of boarding here as he has done formerly .
Miss Laura · W~eeler, 'o2, and Miss
Mary Moriarty, 'o4, are boarding at Grove
Cottage this term.
Miss Maud Olin is now living at the
Cottage, her place at Mrs. Beach's being
filled by Miss Marie Brown, 'oo.
Miss Florence Rehbein of Brooklyn, N.
Y ., has been spending a few days with
Miss Bertha Dallas at Grove Cottage.
Miss Isabel Monteith has b~en visiting
at President Flint's.
Our annual Military Reception was given
Friday evening, January I r.
The students have organized a hockey
team, and it is hoped that games can be
scheduled which will be interesting
enough to promote competition for positions
on the team.
Commencing Saturday, January I 2th,
there will be given a series of twelve dancing lessons. We are glad to say that Miss
Rollinson, our former teacher, will take
charge as usunl.
The part of the Old Dormitory formerly
occupied by Professor Wheeler, has been
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fitted up for the Book-Keeping Department, with fine desks. A good course in
accounting with the best facil·ities for instruction is now given the students of the
College,-the equipment is complete and
the instruction, of the highest order.
The members of the athletic teatns of
the past year have been presented with
large C's, which they can wear on their
sweaters. The gifts were from the athletic association. A '' C '' is son1ething
that every male student of the institution
should aspire to .
Young gentlemen , beware !
Don•t ·
leave your sweaters around where the girls
can get them; for it is the desire of every
young lady at Grove Cottage to possess
one of these tempting articles of clothing
and especially one of a bright color.
The students and others have made the
most of the fine skating on the lake.
Mail is received once a day at the College now, whereas before runil free deliv:
ery began it was received twice a day.
Some of the Juniors have a special class
Saturday morning, from 9 until 12 o'clock.
The boys like the idea of having military drill three periods a week of one
haif-hour each, instead of the old requirements of an hour and a half twice a week.
The Connecticut Agricultural College
made an ex hi bit of poultry at the recent
poultry show, held in Wallingford by the
Wallingford Poultry Association . From
there it went to Waterbury to an exhibit
held by the Naugatuck Valley Poultry and
Pet Stock Association .
Our College never enters into competition with others; but it could be seen that
had it done so the College would have
come in for its share of the prizes. There
was a large number · of entries at both
places, nine hundred and seventy-nine at
Wallingford and over twelve hundred at
Waterbury .
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The new Agriculture Hall is nearly visit the Pan-American . ~xposition at
On their return from
completed. It is expected that the interior Buffalo, N. Y.
will be finished and all of the dairy appar- Boston they were welcomed at their home
atus in place by the end of January. in East Farms by their near relatives
The Junior class christened it the first with a surprise party.
All of the Alumni extend their best
morning of the new term, Jan. 3, 1901.
Governor Lounsbury was present and con- wishes and congratulations to their
gratulated the class on the advantages it President and his esteemed wife.
has over previous classes who have been
The following was taken from Th e Wate1-confined to a smaller and less fully equip- bury American:
ed building.
''PIERPONT-GARRIGUS. ' '
' ' Monday evening the home of Nlr. and
Only a few dairy students have arrived
at the present writing; but it is hoped that Mrs J. H. Garrigus, Maplewood, in the
the young men of Connecticut will not southern part of Wolcott, was the scene of
ignore this chance of getting a better the wedding of Bessie Beatrice Garrigu~
knowledge of dairying, such as tnay be de- and Arthur Joseph Pierpont. The ceremony was perfornted by the Rev. Dr.
rived from our Short Dairy C~urse.
The College curriculum as made out Davenport. The bridal party stood in a
for this term is full of business, if the bower of evergreen from which a bell of
evergreen and carnations was suspended.
studi~s are attended to properly by the
students. It surely will be starting the Morton E. Pierpont, brother of the groom,
new century well to begin with living up was best man, and Jessie A. Garrigus,
to the duties set down in the schedule of sister of the bride, was bridesmaid. Little
studies presented to the student -body on Pauline Garrigus and Paul Manwaring,
its return to College after the Christmas niece and nephew of the bride were very
dainty and sweet as they entered with a
holidays.
basket of flowers and stood by the contracting parties during the ceremony .
ALUMNI NOTES.
The ceren1ony was very interesting and
'84. Samuel A. Porter of Panora, Iowa, was witnessed by a number of relatives
'
tnade the College a short visit during the and friends.
The bride was simply and tastefully atwintt!r vacation.
'86. W. L. Chamberlain of West tired in white, the bridesmaid in blue and
Brookfield, Mass., visited his father at the the little flower girl in pink. After congratulations . were offered refreshments
College recently.
were served and a social time enjoyed by
'go. C. B. Pomeroy Jr., is overseer of
all.
the Border Grange in Willimantic.
The newly married couple theu drove to
'95. Farm Superintendent Stocking has Meriden and boarded the express for Bosbeen up in Vermont recently to purchase ton. On their return they will make their
six sheep for the College.
home with Mr. Pierpont at Maple Hill,
'95· The wedding of Miss Bessie Bea- East Farms. About seventy. were present
trice Garrjgus to Arthur J. Pierpont took and were nearly all relatives or life-long·
Many us_e ful and beautifuf
place on Decen1ber 31, 1900. After the neighbors.
wedding the happy couple spent a day and presents helped to show the popularity of
a half iu Boston. Their trip will be con- the happy couple who are well known
tinued next summer, when they expect to and highly esteemed.''

LOOKOUT.
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'97. We learn that J. N. Fitts is building a new house near his old homestead.
'97. G. H. Johnson is an insurance
agent at Winsted. He is also interested
in a restaurant in that place.
'99 · H. L. Garrigus is making feed
tests in Vernun for the Storrs Experiment
Station.
'98. J. W. Pincus took an active part
in the ceremonies at the dedication of the
new Agricultural building at the Baron de
Hirsch School.
'99· I. E Gilbert spent a week at the
College previous to taking his position a s
teacher at the Four Corners' school.
.Ex.' 98. Louis F. Bancroft has purchased a large farm, with house and outbuildings, at East Windsor Hill. . He has
also taken contracts for building twelve
tobacco barns for this coming season.
The following changes appear in the
new catalogue : ·

'97· H. E. Atwood , Farmer, Middletown, Conn.
'97· J . N. Fitts,Farn1er, East Windsor ,
Conn.

'83. Burke Hough , Groceryman , North
Hampton, Mass.
'84. C. S. Barnes, Liveryman , Bri stol
Conn.
'84. J . L. Fenn , Asst. Clerk . Superior
Court, Hartford, Conn .
'86. Reed, address not known .
'go. George Neth, Electrician , so Seymour St. , Hartford, Conn .
'91. W. E. Cummings , Hardware ,
\Vorcester, Mass.

The total number of graduates is given
as one hundred and eighty-one , twentytwo of whom are women.

'91. W. L. Rosebrooks , Hardware ,
Worcester, Mass .
'93. F. W . Darnstedt, Electrician ,
Willow St., Hartford, Conn.
'96. H. G . Sperry, Farmer, So . Man chester, Conn.
'96. J. H. Evans, Physician and Surgeon, New York City, N.Y.
'96. E. H. Waite, Landscape Gardener, East Litchfield, Conn.

' 97· Erma L. Webb, nee Fuller, Housekeeper, Plymouth, Conn.
'97· A. C. Gilbert, Student, Northfield ,
Mass.
'98. D. J .
Storrs, Cvnn.

Burgess,

Stenographer,

'98. C. S. Chapman, Student, ·New
Haven , Conn.
'98. H. L .Garrigus, Assistant, Experiment Station, Storrs, Conn.
'98. H. Kirkpatrick , Farm Superintendent, Plattsburg, N . Y .
' 98. H. F. Onthrup , Student, Middletown, Conn.
'98. Max Schaffrath, Student, Amherst Agricultural College.
'98. C. G . Smith, Forestry Department,
Washington , D. C.

Tot!.l number of deaths recorded ,-five.
Nun1ber of deaths in 1900,-one.
Storrs is the present address of the fol lowingAlumni:W . A. Stocking,'95; H.
L. Garrigus, ' 98 ; Mrs . H. L . Garrigus, ~ 99;
E. C . Welden, '99; Miss Marie Brown 'oo;
Miss Cristie Mason , 'oo; Miss Bertha
Squire, 'oo ; H. D . Emmons , 'oo ; I C.
Karr, ' oo; A . V. Osmun ,'oo.
There was an attempt made by the
Alumni residing in Hartford County toestablish a Hartford County Association.
Subsequently a meeting for that purpose
was held in theY. M. C . A. , building in
Hartford, Friday night, Dec. 28 , 1900, but
owing to unfavorable weather only six
were present. They were President, A.
J. Pierpont,'95; Secretary, Chas. R. Green,
'95; Henry French , '92; W . J . Frey, '93;
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G. R. Hall, '95; 0. F. King, '96. After
supper they adjourned to the Y . M. C. A. ,
pa_rlor and spent a pleasant and interesting evening, but no business was transacted.
Mr. Pierpont says there will probably
be a mid-winter meeting of the whole
association, called in Hartford at the time
of the Dairymen's meeting, and a large attendance is desired.
A pleasant and
profit3.ble time is promised to all who
attend.
There are many of the Alumni who
have never seen a copy of the LooKOUT,
and who do not know that such a paper
exists at the College. This, no doubt, is
partly due to the management of the paper
itself. We will try to place a copy of this
number of the LooKOUT in the hands
of every Alumnus, as far as we can find
addresses.
And we beg to ask every
Alumnus to become a regular subscriber
for this paper, to help the LooKOUT
financially as well as in other ways, but
principally, for the sake of keeping in
touch with your changing and growing
Alma Mater, that you may know the good
work which the College is doing and so
become a tnore faithful supporter of the
institution , free to speak a better and
more frequent word for it to the young
men and women of your community.
THE NEW CENTURY WELCOMED IN.

During my last vacation I had the pleasure of visiting my uncle in Hartford. After
supper on New Year's eve we went down
to the City Hall where there was to be a
big celebration.
The whole front of the City Hall was
covered with red, white, blue and green
colored incandescent lights. Just above
the street entrance there were two shields
on each side of the door. On these shields
there were incandescent lights so arranged
as to form the figures ''I 900.,'

At ·ten minutes of twelve the Naval Reserves paraded up the street dragging behind them two Hotchkiss guns. These
they took down State Street where they
fired a salute of nine guns. Following the
Naval Reserves came the City Guards and
the Governer's Foot Guards. After the
procession was over a band of ~ndians
marched down the street to the Opera
House where they were performing.
At twelte o'clock the last figure "o, '·' in
"1900" was taken out and a" 1" substituted in its place. The people began cheering, whistles blew and church bells rang to
welcome in the new century.
The Hartford Times got out an extra
just at midnight, and this, so far as I
know, has the honor of being the first
paper to be published in the new century.

F.

w.

PRATT,

1

01.

THE NEW CBNTURY AND THE OLD.
IN GENERAL.

A year ago there was a question in the
minds of people regarding the century.
Some said that it was the last year of the
nineteenth century, while others claimed
that it was the first year of the twentieth.
At present it is a well established fact
that the nineteenth century passed away,
as the clocks pointed their hands at the
hour of twelve on the night of the thirtyfirst day of December in the year of our
Lord, lgoo.
The new century was ushered in by the
ringing of bells, the firing of-cannon, dancing, singing. praying and in n1any other
ways.
As the 7o,ooo,ooo of our people saw the
sun rise on the following day, no apparent
change was noticed, yet I think it safe to
say that many people wondered where they
and our country and the world would be at
the beginning of the twenty-first century.
'l'he nineteenth century is one of the
three greatest centuries that man ever has
lived in.
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A glance at it shows that the people
have made great progress. The electric
car has taken the place of the horse car
and stage co.a ch. The railways have been
ex tended, so that tra"flic between points far
distant from each other can be carried on
· more easily.
The telephon~ and telegraph have come
into widesprearl use, and man has turned
to good account many inventions.
What has the old century bequeathed to
the new, is the question on the lips of many.
I should say one of the greatest mechanical bequests is electricity. In all probability before the close of the present century electricity will be used even by the
farmers as the only means by wich the soil
will be tilled and. the crops harvested.
Wireless telegraphy is one branch of
electricity that will be fully developed before the end of this century .
The automobile will be used instead of
the family horse; and compressed air will
be used to propel such machines.
There will be a great evolution in the science of medicine and surgery. The x -rays
already are coming into general use and
trainerl nurses are · better aquainted with
their work then evbr before .
This century will bring a marvelous mu sical development. The love for frivolous ,
will change to that for good n1usic-the
people will require it .
Wonderful progress in learning has been
made in the past century; and this progress will increase with great rapidity,
until the man without an education will
find it hard even to get a living.
As we take a forward look at religon we
beleive that the power of Christ, already so
great, is to become a more and more important force. This is one of the subjects
upon wkich the writing of history is much
safer than the writing of prophecy, anrl I
will leave prediction regarding the particular form which the developement . of reli&on may take during the twentietJa cen-
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tury to older men and greater minds .
Finally I believe that this century will
see An1erica working consistentl y not only
for God and Americans , but for all.
WALTER

F.

THORPE,

1

01 .

IN FREEDOM AND JUSTICE .

Nearly every one admits that more pro'g ress has been made in the last century,
than in any previous one. We believe
that this is true as regard s some things,
but the same cannot be said of all . Although the nineteenth century has been, on
the whole, the most useful of centuries so
far to tnankind, yet from the point of view
of freedom and justice its end is not quite
up to expectations. '\Ve have almost retrograded a century; for when we consider
that at the beginning of the century the
cannon was boomtng in Europe for the
cause of liberty , and that to-day it is booming to enslave free people , we n1ust admit
that in this respect we are less advanoed
at the end than were our forefathers at the
beginning . The new century must correct
and atone for thi s .
C . FouBERT .
I N LITERATURE.

The nineteenth century has seen many
changes in literature. It being a thing of
the past, we are now free to criticise it and
to make conjectures as to the future.
If good writing makes as great advances
in _this century as it did in the one just past
we may rest assured that- the twenty -first
cen ury will see a point of developement in
literature which would have seemed an
impossibi11ity to men of the eighteenth .
Many old ideas dropped out to make
way for the new ones. The style of literature in the last part of the century was al·together different from that which our
grandparents were wont to read and hear
in the earlier part of the century . New
words and new modes of writing have come
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in and different classes of books have succeeded one another through thi s long cycle
of years .
The novels of the first class written in
the nineties were books fit for any one to
read and of a very instructive nature.
Many of these were historical . Historical
novels tend to elevate and cultivate the
mind and at the same time give us broader
ideas of our fellowmen. These historical
novels take us in imagination to times and
places where we could never be in person
and they fix vividly upon our minds those
parts of history with which they deal.
It is well to notice the nnn1ber of young
writers of the present generation in America. The number is large and it is certainly one way of proving the advancement of
this nation.
We are a progressive people and must
hold up our end in the achievments which
are to be accomplished in the future, in
literature no less than in other fields.
L. F. HARVEY, 102.
AN ASSUMPTION.

The nineteenth century just closed was
a period of marvellous advancement . And
those who greet the twentieth century
have the duty of managing wisel y all the
intellectual and material wealth inherited
from the nineteenth.
The nin~teenth century with its accomplishments and wonderful results , deserves
to be called the Creative Era of civilization .
We sincerely hope th at the twentieth
century will sqlve those problems which
were left unsolved in the nineteenth and
be an era of the Emancipation of Mankind.
With the forces already in operation in
the nineteenth , we assume that the twenti eth century will meet our expectations.
E . T . K uz rRI AN, ' or.
OUR WATER SUPPLY.

People connected with the College, and
many who are not, have had the fact im-

pressed upon them, either by use or by
what they have heard , that we have excellent water here .
From its very source, comi'ng from deep
down in · a bed of solid rock, and being
brought to the surface through closed
pipes, it is evident that there is small
chance for pollution fron1 the exterior.
Chemical analysis also shows that the
minerals which it contains, as all water
does, are not in excess.
From this it might naturally be supposed that we have at all times a supply
of water of the best quality.
Formerly, when the institution was
much smaller than at present and the
demand was much less, a wind-n1ill was
used to pump the water into the large
fifteen thousand gallon supply tank.
Gradually the demand became greater
and an engine was used to help out the
wind-mill when it got behind in its work.
Eventually the wind-mill was blown down
in a gale and the engine was u~ed exclusively.
When the machinery was put in for
pumping with the steam engine, it was
designed to be used in connection with
the wind-mill and was not expected to do
the whole amount of pumping necessary
to meet the greatly increased demands for
water.
With this n1acbinery, however, by
pumping during the night tnore or less
the supply has been kept pretty constant·
ly adequate, except when there has been
a break-down.
In every well regulated business, and
with the best of equipment, accidents will
happen; but where the equipment is poor,
and that overworked, there must necessarily be a greater number of accidents.
Consequently we are not surprised at any
time to hear that the pump has broken
down and that there will be no water
supply for several days.
This is a great inconveuience to all con-
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nected with the College~ and does not
speak well for the enterprise of a growing
institution.
It would be possible, by the expenditure of a small sum of money, to put in a
pneumatic pump capable of fi lling in two
hours, and this at a smaller running expense per hour, the tank which now at
best requires more than a day to fill . .
It is to be hoped that something will be
done in the near future to make our water
supply easily adequate and thoroughly
reliable.
EnwrN P. BROWN , 'ot.
ROOMS NEEDED

FOR

THE

LITERARY CLUBS.
At present there are three literary Societies in our College. All of these are for
the same purpose, namely for the improvement of their metnbers in reading, writing
and speaking. The names of these three
societies are: The College Shakespearean
. Club, The Eclectic Literary Society, and
The A Iethia Society.
The first two
named were organized by the male portion
of the students, while the last was formed
by the ladies of our college.
Each club holds its meetings once a
week, and has a program made up of debates, essays, biographies, impromptus
and other interesting parts. During past
years and at the present time, The College
Shakespearean Club has held its meetings
in Grarige Hall, The Eclectic Society
holds its weekly meetings in the College
Chapel, and The Alethia Society hol<is its
meetings at Grove Cottage.
The places
mentioned where the meetings are held ,
especially those of the young men's clubs,
are not suitable.
It would be a great advantage if each of
these societies could have a room set a part
by the College for its exclusive use. The
room could be furnished by ~he members
of the respective clubs and used by them

I"'
,')

as places to hold their meetings and to
spend moments during the week for recreation . By very small dues each month,
two or three tnagazines and a few papers
could be had for reading tnaterial. Each
club has a small library, and these books
could be placed there for study.
Our sister College in Massachusetts has
set apart rooms for its College Shakespearean Club, and the members have
furnished and provided thetn with a library,
daily papers, and games.
Anyone who
has visited these rooms knows how pleasant and beneficial they are.
At the present time if guests come to
College to visit us, we have no place to
take them apart from the crowded College
reading room and our own rooms.
In the December nun1ber of the LooKouT, our Editor--in-Chief called attention
to this need.
I hope that those in
charge of such matters will soon think
well to consider this, and that at an
early date our clubs may be provided
with the accommodations they so much
need.
JoHN S. CARPENTER, '02.
AN EXAMPLE OF RURAL DELIVERY.

While at home on the Chrh;tmas vacation I had an opportunity to see how the
mail is now delivered in one of our country
towns.
My home is situated about two miles
north of Bridgeport and the system of Rural Delivery has just been introduced
there.
The rna i1 comes to the Bridgeport Post
Office. There it is sorted for the different
routes. The routes are numbered: and
each letter should have the number of the
route on which it is to be forwarded or it
will not be certain to reach its destination
without delay. The route to my home is
number four.
Each mail n1an wears a
badge with the number of his route upon
it, to prevent confusion at th~ Post Office
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in distributing the mail amongst the
carriers.
Each person is required to have some
sort of mail box and to place it where the
mail man can reach it without leaving his
wagon.
There is a regulation box which is made
by a firm after a pattern given to it by the
Government, and is sold to the people for
three dollars. This coi1sists of an iron
pole about ten feet long, part to be set in
ground, on the top of which is a tin box,
eight by fourteen inches, with the cover
fixed in such a manner as to force the rain
off without penetrating into the box. On
the cover is the name of the man to whon1
the box belongs and tht! box is furnished
with a lock and key.
Inside there is a
wire frame where the letters are put, below
this there is a place for packages and papers. On the back of the box there is a
rod with a circu1ar disk which is moveable.
The disk part is painted red.
When you deposit mail in the box , you
are required to put up the red disk as a
signal; otherwise the carrier will not stop.
The Rural Delivery system through our
village has been a success so far, and the
people are greatly pleased with it . I thi~k
it is a decided step in the advancement of
civilization.
C. W. FAIRCHII~D , 'or.
OUR SHOW BIRDS.

As I remained at the College during the
Christmas vacation I had the pleasure,
eome of the time, of working at the Poultry department. Our Poultry instructor,
Mr. Dallas, was getting some birds ready
for a poultry show that was to be held in
Wallingford, Connecticut, on January first,
second, third and fourth.
Our cages were soon completed, and
then we began to examine the stock and
to select the best.
The different breeds
selected from were: Rose Combed Brown
Leghorns, Black Langshans, White Wy-

andottes, White Plymouth Rocks, Black
Minorcas, Barred Plymouth Rocks, (capo~s,)and White Pekin Ducks .
Great care was taken in selecting the
birds and all parts were thoroughly ex amined to see if they possessed any disqualifications to mark them down. Of
course we are not allowed to compete with
otpers. 1 think this is not right, even
it we are a state institution and perhaps
possess advantages that common poultrymen do not. But we desired to make a
creditable exhibition.
After we had made our selections, which
comprised three birds from each breed , we
obtained some tubs and washed them.
Thi~ was great fun.
Most of the birds did
not enjoy tlleir situation very well; and
I 2annot blame them, for I do not think I
should like to be bathed in warm water
and soap suds, and then plunged into a
tub of cold water. The object in bathing
them in cold water was to prevent them
from catching cold.
After they were washed, they were well
dried with towels and then were put in a
room in which there was a fire and there
remained all night.
The next morning we found that two of
our cocks had been fighting through the
night and had got well marked with blood,
also that two of our ducks had in some
way got under the stove and were all
blacked.
I did not help with them the second time
as I had other work, and so Mr. Dallas had
all of the fun himself. Those that did not
get dirty during the night were put in
their cages, fed and watered. The others
were similarly treated as soon as they were
ready on the following morning.
All of the birds were afterwards given
their final touches of preparation: they
were examined, their feathers were smoothed and they were fed. And on the following afternoon they left their home to go to
Wallingford to be exposed to the criticism
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of the public eye.
A. C.

GoRTON, 'ox.

THE TRAINING OF THE FELINES.

Not long ago I was much interested in
an article upon the training of the felines,
which I found in a back number of a magazine. It told more particuJarly about
the manner of teaching the lion, altho!lgh
the process is v ry like those employed
with the other felines.
It is not advisable to•take a lion which
has been brought up among human beings,
as he. neither respects nor fears man, and
when punished, 'Yill spring at his throat.
Rather, a young creature just captured is
taken.
His trainer comes up and begins to talk
with him, throwing him a nice piec~ of
meat. He soon learns the voice. The
second or third day a broomstick is thrust
between the bars and touches his back.
The creature growls savagely and crushes
the wood. '!'his operation is repeated and
he b~gins to enjoy the rubbing.
After another day or two, a chair is
placerl in the cage. The trainer seats himself, begins to read and watches the lion
quietly with one eye. He leaves the cage
directly and the brute thinks it over. The
next day he gets angry and approaches the
chair. The tra·i ner rises and confronts him
when he springs. He gets furious and his
trainer escapes from the cage.
In a very few days, however, he finds the
chair harmless, and comes up to his trainer, even allowing him to rub his head .
This is very pleasing to the creature and
it begins to purr, very much as a cat does
when petted.
Now the rest is easy, comparatively, and
depends wholly upon the trainer's patienc~
and judgement. Kindness is very essential, as more harm is done from fear on the
animal's part, than from his fury. Only
animals which prove treacherous need
striking.
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The trick most difficult to teach is the
"see-saw." The shifting foundation terrifies the animals at first. Next to this is
trick-riding which is also very tedious to
teach. If animals are taught to perform
to n1usic, many refuse to do their part
without it. A whole. performance has
been ruined by the orchestra refusing to
play.
Ten years is as long as any feline is
suitable for stage work. Then, if not in
less time, ''he goes bad.'' ']his term signifies that the creature becomes ferocious
and not at all to be trusted . Such an animal is unfit for use, and his stage career
is ended immediately.
VERA FREEMAN,

1

02.

LYMAN'S VIADUCT.

On the Air Line Division of the New
York, New Haven and Hartford Railway,
about midway between New York and
Boston there is a viaduct that is an eighth
of a mile in length and varies from seventy-five to one hundred and forty feet in
height. This is one of the most dangerous places on the road and has been the
scene of two or three almost fa.tal disasters.
One night a few years ago a freight train
struck a boulder just as it was coming off
the bridge. The engine and a number of
the cars were thrown over on their sides,
some very near the edge of the bridge.
The engineer knew that he was near the
edge of the bridge and dared not get out of
hts engine until a light was brought hhn.
There was no one killed but it was a miraculous escape.
Only a few weeks ago the evening passenger train, running east, struck a door
which had been dropped from a passing
train.
The train r<?cked as though it
would leave the track. This occurred
over the highest point, and had the train
jumped the track it would have meant
death for a large number.
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This ravine should be filled in , or the
bridge should be properly guarded and inspected to insure the safety of the hundreds
that pass over it each day.
·
In summer it is in a pretty spot, the
evergreens and the small brook that runs
along under the bridge bespeak quietness;
but death lurks in the mass of steel, should
a bolt be sprung or a bar be broken.
G. H. L AWSON, '02.

women who shall make intelligent, prosperous and up-to-date citizens of the commonwealth; and, since this is an agricultural college, it is naturally expected that
a considerable number of its graduates
shall ber.ome farmers, or at least engage in
some line of agricultural work. Of course
this means that many of us will probably
settle in more or less widely scattered, rural
communities.
The Southern :rfew England Telephone
A RURAL TELEPHONE SYSTEM.
Company offers special inducements to
In this age of rapid transit and telephon- clubs of six or more individuals living outic or telegraphic communication it is be- side the city limits, who would like to be
coming every year less easy for a person, no connected with each other and with the
matter where he may be situated, to feel central office by a private line.
Such an offer, however, would probably
himself out of touch with the great world ·
never be taken advantage of by a pE-rson
of business and the people in it.
It is not so very long ago when a farmer whose conception of the uses of a local telliving in a rural district was almost as en- ephone system was formed from observatirely shut off from a knowledge of the hap- tion of the system which connects our colpenings throughout the nation and the lege buildings and the houses of most of
world at large, as if he were on an unin - our professors. At the present time this
system is very badly in need of repairing
habited island in mid-ocean.
The infrequent tnail he received was or of being replaced by a new one. Some
brought once or twice a week by a rickety , of the more remote buildings are as entire·
slow-going old stage-coach, and only by ly cut off from communication as if they
giving the horse a day's rest from the plow , were connected with no line whatever, and
hitching him into the general service wag- throughout the whole line, one person is
on and driving down to the city could he fortunate if he can succeed in calling up
·realize what other folk were doing , and another, to say nothing of carrying on a
conversation with him.
what strides civilization was making.
Now great changes have come and no one
Of course we realize that wireless telewill deny that to-day a successful farmer, praphy is superseding the telephone to
as a man of business, should be connected some extent, and we also realize that this,
with his neighbors and with the nearest the twentieth century bids fair to surpass the
city or business center by a telephone line; nineteenth in the variety and startling nafor there are many times, especially for a ture of its inventions; but as it seems
farmer, who would probably live at a dis- doubtful if wireless telegraphy or any
tance from the post-office or from the route later invention will be likely to be introof the free delivery carrier, when commu- duced at Storrs in the near future, should
nication or the transaction of business by not our local system either be put once
mail would mean a great and unnecess - more into a condition of usefulness or el~e
ary loss of time, convienance, patience and be removed and not allowed to remain bevery likely of money also.
fore the eyes of the young agriculturists as
Our college expresses as its ain1 and ob- an unworthy example of a method of comject the turning out of young men and munication which might, and should prove
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of great value to them in later life?
Pat was getting the better of him, ~o he
In the present writer's opinion, it is of said :
the utmost importance that the " coming
'Why don ' t you get out and walk if you
farmers ' ' receive a good impression of are in such an awful hurry? '
rural or private telephone lines while here , · ' I would , ' Pat replied in a flash of Irish
because thus they will be much 1nore like- wit , · ouly I have got some friends up the·
ly to see the advantage and feel the need road and they don't expect 1ue until the
of such a method of communication else- train comes in. '
where .
jOHN S . CARPENrl':B R, 'o2.
J. H . BL AK F~ SLY , 'o1.
ONE LOOK AT COUNTRY LIFE.
ONE ON THE CENTRAL VERMONT.
Situated in th e Catskill mountains, DelDuring my last vacation I had the
pleasure of having a rather long conversation with one or the older residents of my
town. He asked n1e where I wac:; going to
college. Of course I told hitu and answe red what fe~ questions he asked me about
the place. He finally asked me how I got
to Storrs from Willimantic. I told him I
generally took the Central Vermont R. R.,
from Willimantic to Eagleville, where College teams meet the students and took
them three miles to the College.
" Talking about the Central Vermont,"·
he said, '' makes me think of a story I once
heard about that railroad," and he related
the following:
'' Two Irishmen boarded the train at
New London, bound for a station somewhere above Willimantic, I don't remenlber the name of the place . The train left
New London and crawled up the track toward \Villimantic at a snail's pace . Both
Irishmen wondered why it did not go faster and soon got into quite a discussion
over the n1atter.
Mike said he would
never get to his destination at that gait .
This started Pat and he told Mike that
whe·n the conductor came along he would
ask him what the trouble was . The conduc.t or came along t.a king up the tickets
and Pat called him near and asked , i~
a ~ot very plea~aut way , why the
train didn't go ta ster .
The conductor
·talked with him a while trying to bluff
him,· but this didn't work and he saw that

aware County , New York, is the little
village of Hamden; a more beautiful spot
one could not wish to see . .T he village
has a street runnin g horizontally , and a
one-track railway passing throug-h the·
center .
A mounta inous range closes it in ou
one side, and on the other, the west
branch of the Delaware glides peacefully
along.
Little settlements in this region are'
scattered here and there and are divided
into districts , though tbe nearest neighbor
sometimes i s three or four miles dbtant.
The general store and post office are crowd ~
ed within the same walls. The mail boxes are arranged like little drawers and all
are at liberty to go in and help themselves
without inquiry. The people living some
six or eight miles fro~n the village are to tally ignorant of what is going on in the
cities or even in the larger towns near. The
farming is carried on in an awkward fash ion, but to the best ·of their abitity. They
know nothing of all the wonderful cultivating machines by which the labor here
is made so much easier. From four in the
n1orning they toil until the last ray of the
sun has dis appeared beyond the tnountain . .
tops , and retire as early as eight o'clock . ·
Dairying is the main occupation of these.
people and each farmer keeps from twenty
to thirty cows. Each morning the milk is
taken to the creatnery where it is separated , and the cream made into butter . The

•
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cans

are refilled with milk from the
and this is taken back to the
farms and fed the pigs. This ~a me routine
is carried on day aft~r day. On Friday
evenings the young-people attend the singing-school; and the occassional dance,
which takes place in the small hall over
Josiah. Cornflower's grocery store, . is always well attended by the old as well as
by the young.
Sunday is their day of rest, and unless
a visitor has .come to town, or a new frock
is finished, they do not attend morning
service, but are ready for the evening service after their rest. Some of these country tolk, who know nothing of the ocean,
but have possibly read small clippings on
the Brooklyn Bridge, have asked if there
is a bridge across the ocean; and other
similar questions are asked, which point
out more clearly the advantages which we
·enjoy and of which we lack appreciation.
While these farmers and their fan1ilies have
few, if any, advantages, still they enjoy true
happiness in there humble dwellings and
company.
As on~ saunters along the roadside in
meditation, the only sound he can hear
is a babbling brook, which leads into the
large river farther on, and the singing of
the birds.
. To me there is no place so pure, lovely
and beautiful as the country.
s~parator

•

BERTHA DALLAS.

OILINO.

In New London on New Vear's day I
ran across an old friend of mine, Frank
Lester. After we had exchanged greetings, Frank invited me to come down to
the engine room of the Central Vermont
Line Steamer, " Mohican," on which he
is employed. His duties there consist partly in superintending the minor repairs but
m~Jnly in ''oiling'' or keeping the oil cups
on the various bearings full of oil. As he
has become much interested in his work,

he insisted on showing the engine to me
and explaining the uses of its various parts.
The engine is the triple expansion
style, with the power of 450 horses. After
showing me the eftgine rooms and th~
parts of the engine an ordinary observer
might notice, Frank asked me to come
below with him into the crank-pit.
. At first I objected knowing what a
greasy, dirty place a crank-pit is, but
Frank urged me so hard that I finally followed him down a little iron ladder to a
small iron platform. There he showed
me the mighty cross-head and explained
to me how oil was put into a cup on · the
front side of this as it came up on the upstroke.
•' It is very easy," said Frank, " to slip
on this greasy platform when she is rolling,
and if a fellow falls, nine chances out of
ten, he will be plunged to a horrible death.
Frank now went down another greasy
ladder, and, following him , I found my
self beside the crank. This crank is half
in a deep compartment, called the crankpit. Around this pit is a brass rail to prevent any one from falling in and to aid the
oiler in his trips. The floor a~ound this is
covered with zinc and is generally spattered with oil, melted tallow and other forms
of grease; hence it is very slippt!ry and has
been the cause of many frightful catastrophes.
.. Seating himself on a nail keg, after our
return to the engine room, Frank filled
his pipe and lit it from a lard oil lamp sitting near. I said nothing as I well knew
that these signs meant Frank was about to
spin some wonderful yarn.
"Say Jack," he asked, after puffing
away for a minute, ''you wou)dn 't believe
a man could go into that pit when she was
tunning full-head and come. out whole,
would you ? ''
After making due allawance for the ha·
bit all Sound going mE:n have for stretching things, I replied, ' no not even if he
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were a Turk.'
"No more would I, mate," said Frank,
''unless I had done that very identical
thing, in that very pit, and in this same
old hulk.'' I was prepared for most anything, but the manner in which he sairl
this, t9gether with a peculiar flash of his
large, gray eyes, convinced me he was
telling the truth.
"Well, Frank, tell me about it, can't
you ?-here's a match," said I in one
breath as I saw him start for the latnp,
knowing that in the absence of a match it
would take him fivt; minutes to light-up,
and take up the thread of his yarn again.
" You see," said he, " long about the
first of September, 1900, we had a sou'west gale. Blow ! why it blew out the
electric lights, forward and aft. 'Bout
twelve o'clock old Tat came up and pulled
me out of my bunk, telling n1e the crank
was hot. Well, thinks I, here's a deuce of
a how-de-dow, crat1k hot ! If we go ahead it'll run the babbitting all out and
smash things up in general.
Blowing
great guns, if we stop to cool down we're
liable to blow clean out across the ocean,
right into Queen Victory's back door yard,
if we don't strike a rock first.
'' I pulled on my clothes and down I
went with a couple of firemen. There was
a halt-a-barrel of oil down there and we
dumped it into the pit, hoping to cool the
crank as she came over. Gosh I didn't
the oil fly ! Every thing was covered and
slippery as glass, but it cooled the crank
all the same. The chief called up the firemen and told me to sit down there and
watch her and he would ease her all he
could.
"_Well, to cut this yarn short, I laid up
against that rail, smoking and watching
the oil spatt.er over the side.
I gues.s I.
must haye been .ki~~er sleepy, for all of .a
sudden I felt,~y feet slip out in under me ..
I yelled ~nd- tried to g~t a grip on the floor,
but it was so greasy my hands couldn't
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hold. Down I sank into the pit until my
head lay just between the crank and the
side of the pit. I was terribly scared, but
I had presence of mind enough to lay
quiet. I tell you 'tis an awful feeling to
lay in a position where a half-inch move
means death .
It seemed to me that I laid there half an
hour, but in reality I laid only a few mitlutes, as the chief had heard my yell and
shut down at once. taking the chance of
being blown ashore; or, as he said, risking
three hundred lives, to pick-up a dead
man, for he fully expected to find nothing
but tny mangled body.
"Well, Jack," said Frank, emptying
his pipe as if this accident were a commonplace occurrence, ''come up on deck. I
want to show you where a crane broke the
other night, killed two men and seriously
wounded another.''
J. H. VALLET'!', 'o1.
A rtiNERALOGICAL NOTE.
The Bement collection of minerals, collected by Mr. Clarence S. Bement, of
Philadelphia, and one of the very finest
gathered by any private collector, · has
passed into the possession of the American
Museum of Natural History, of New York.
Mr. Bement commenced collecting 35
years ago , on the principle that only " the
best was good enough.'' As a result the
collection is said to number about 14,ooo
specimens, including nearly 6oo n1eteorit~
es, gathered f~om 445 "falls." The collection is valued at $15o,ooo to $2oo,ooo;
but the name of the purchaser and doner
to the museum is not made p"Ublic.
Engz'neut'ng News, Jan. 3, 1901, p, 7.
Selected by, EDwiN P. BROWN, '01.

BY THE HYPOTENUSE.

. 'rwo week& before the fall · term euded
~orton Pierpont an4 I , decid~d . that, .· in~·

stead of going home on the tn1it1, we would
walk to our destination,-only about sev ~
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enty miles distant. The ride on the rush- growing town. It is situated on the level,
ing, noisy, tiresome trains on which we fertile land which is plentiful from there
had traveled over the same road so often, on to Hartford. Large amounts of tobachad become monotonous; so, for the sake co are raised on this strip of soil.
of a change, we said we would " hoof it,"
We knew we were nearing Hartford
going by the hypotenuse, as Kuzirian when we saw speeding ahead of us a
would call it.
horseless carriage, leaving behind it a 1ittle
When we considered the energy that stream of exhaust steam which another
must be expended if we carried out our farmer from a more remote region than
hasty decision, we modified it a little by ourselves, took for the dust kicked up by
adding electricity to our means of travel; the horse. We were admiring the Xmas
then after a third and sober recon sidera- plumage which Hartford had already put
tion, a thirteen mile walk, as far as Rock- on, when a corner boot-black sarcastically
ville seemed a daring enough undertaking remarked that we were more green ourfor us.
selves .
After an examination of our mental
The third-rail car from Hartford to Brisabilities, we set out at half-past nine to tol ran so smoothly and quietly that one
test our physical. The services of a staff would scarcely believe that he was not
were wt:lcomed to help us over the long, going slower than the puffing engine which
steep hills and to protect us again st the was left behind.
tramp's natural enemy, the dog, which we
It was growing dark as we left Bristol ,
met frequently.
but we were cheerful, for the principal
We reached Rockville at just one event of the day was fast drawing near.
o'clock. After a hearty dinner we boarded
A. B. CLARK, 1 02 .
a trolley car for Hartford; tl~en we took
NOTES FROM riY READING.
the third-rail car for Bristol; then we tra vThere is no sort of wrong deed of which
eled by train to Waterville. Here we
entered another trolley car which took us a man can bear the punishment alone; you
to Waterbury, where we parted, each tak- can't isolate yourself and say that the evil
which is in you shall not spread. Men' s
ing the train again for home.
When we reached home we were weary, lives are as thoroughly blended with each
but certainly more wise than weary from other as the air they breathe: evil spreads
our ramble. The walk to Rockville was as necessarily as disease.
especially pleasant and interesting. We George Elliot, Adam Bede, c . XLI, p. 438.
had a bird's-eye-view of South Willington,
Surely all other leisure is hurry coma very pretty little village . We passed a pared with a sunny walk through the fields
very large peach orchard, and several old from "afternoon church, "-as such walks
homesteads, and we sympathized with a used to be in those leisurely times, when
pretty young wife who lived in a lonely the boat, gliding sleepily along the canal ,
house, far distant from any neighbors.
was the newest locon1otive wonder: when
We found Tolland an old but pretty Sunday books had most of them old browntown, perched high up on a hill where a leather coyers. and opened with remarkhealthy breeze always blows. We cover- able precision always in one place. Leisure
ed the five miles from Tolland to Rock- is gone-gone where the spinning-wheels
ville in just an hour, and found Rockvi_lle . are gone and the pack-horses and the slow
to be not so rocky a place as its nan1e im- wagons, and the pedlers, who brought
plied. Manchester looked to be a lively and bargains to the door on sunny afternoons.
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Ingenious philosophers tell.you, perhaps,
that the great work of the steam-engine is
to create leisure for mankind. Do not believe them: it only creates a vacuum for
eager thought to rush in.
G EORG.E ELLIOT,
Adam B ede, c. XLII, p. 531.
Selected by J. H. BLAKESLEE, 'oo .
HAZINO AT WEST POINT.

The death of Cadet Oscar L. Booze al
his home in Bristol, Pa., and the belief
that his fatal illness was due to hazing at
West Point has aroused a demand, voiced
by many papers, for an investigation. As
the Detro£! Free Press says: "According- to
the story the boy reluctantly told his
father when his tnalady had reached such
a stage that n1edical assistance was of no
avail, after he had been whipped in a
fight a burning mixture, supposed to have
contained Tobasco sauce, Worcestershire
sauce and red pepper was forced down his
throat. The throat was injured, tuberculosis subsequently developed and the boy
died." Colonel Mills (the superintendent
of the college,) a committee appointed by
the Secretary of War and a committee
from the house of Representatives are conconducting separate inquries into the affairs and the result is bdng awaited with
wide -interest. "The investigation should
be so thorough," says the Philadelphia
Led~ er, "as to clear up all doubts in . the
public mind and it will prove of especial
value if it results in dissipating- the notion
widely prevalent in the army mind, that a
stiff course of hazing is required to make
an officer courageous and manly.
The
navy and its officers, as well as its men,
ate the: sour.ce of pride to the country. The
~vy performs its .duty as well as the army;
its 1Q.fficers have .not been iound w.anting ..at
lthe::.ae-veres.t _~P4lch; ..a~d .yet l~zin_g .wa.s
· .ummarily c-ast:out, .root and branch, years
ago from the Naval Academy at Annapolis.'' The. New York . St~n ..declares that
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''it is as wrong for any one assuming to
be a friend of the Military Academy to
maintain that something of this sort is
needed to make men good soldiers, as it is
idle to say that it cannot be suppressed in
so large a body of young men,'' and it
seems to the Philadelplz.ia Press, that "no.
man who delights in brutality or terrorism
inflicted upon one beneath hin1 in position
and his junior in years, particularly so far
as the West Point Military Academy is
concerned, can lay claim to being an officer
and gentleman.'' - Th e Literary Dz'!(est.
Decetnber 22, 1900, p. 765.
Selected by, FREDERICK H. P LUMB, 'oT.
THE DOCTRINE OF WASTE.

There is an almost universal impression
that waste is good for business. In England, for instance , the glaziers' union re·
quires a workman when replacing a broken
.p ane of glass to destroy the broken pane
even though it may be large enough to be
used again as a smaller light when cut
down. The theory is that the destruction
of the glass makes additional work for the
glass maker . \Vhen fire, flood, wind or
some other force has destro yed property,
how often do we hear the remark that ''it
is not such a bad thing after all for it will
make wor~c '' The silly extravagances of
the rich nabobs are justified on the same
ground, namel y, that they " make work . "
A famous ball which cost some one $IOO,
ooo was commended at the time because it
made that much work for the poor. And
so on.
The theory is wrong, however, fro1n the
point of view of civilization.
Waste does
make work ancf it is costly to society on
that account . So the boy who. brings mud
into the house and the girl who breaks .her
mother's best pitcher make work; and ..here
the falsity of the theory. becomes . striking ,
for we see that all needless work is ..a waste
of energy which in the end helps no oue.
Thus if the cream pitcher is broken a new
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one must be bought or the family must go
without. If a new one is bought it does
make work to that extent for the pottery,
and they get a little benefit. But it the
pitcher had not been broken then there
would have been just that much 1nore
money to spend on another pitcher, or
. on some other product of industry.
Argue as you will it is plain that the destruction of property can only be an injury
to society. 'rhe fearful loss of property at
Galveston makes work for many hands,
but it was nevertheless an unmitigated
calamity, and society as a ·whole suffers
from every such annihilation of value. If
the opposite were true-if waste really helped-then it would be a ben efit to burn
down every building in the world , on the
ground that it would give work to those
that need it. The fallacy of such a proposition is self-evident.
Every species o~ waste is a crime against
society. As the world grows older the ruthle~s destruction of our forests, the prodigal
waste of coal, oil, natural gas and a thousand other natural resources, the throwing
a way of sewage, street sweepings and the
like, the thoughtless impoverishment of
rich soils--these and a thousand similar
things which now pass with hardly a protest will be condemned by public sentiment
as wickedly oppo~ed to the laws of our being and development.
We in America are proverhially wasteful. So lavishly has Hea,·en endowed us
with materials ready to our hand that we
run through them with hardly a thought
of the duty we owe to those that shall come
after us. We content ourselves with the
thought that when coal is gone there will
be something else to take its place, and in
the same way we justify extravagance in
~very direction.
A prominent European
·visiting this country some time ago said it
made him miserable to live at a fine American hotel, so recklessly extravagant was
the table. A French cook would keep a

family .on what an average American family wastes. In every line we waste as
much as we use. We have not been forced to study economy though unquestionably the time will come when we shall be.
As a people we are now in our prodigal
youth and are spending recklessly of our
patrimony. The chances are we shall enjoy what we posses much more when we
ha \·e learned to use it more wisely.
Waste is a crin1e .
The Pathfinder, Dec. 1900, P·3·
Selected by PRESIDENT FLINT.
ATTENDANCE AT AMERICAN UNI·
VERSITIES.
We are indebted to the Harvard Graduates' Magazine for the following statistics of attendance at the leading American
universities at the beginning of the academic year 1900-'or.
Harvard 5,702 Chicago
2,564
Col!lmhia 3,723 Pennsylvania 2,549
Michigan 3,655 Vale
2,536
Minuesota 3-412 Wisconsin
2,129
California 3,221 Stanford
1,262
Cornell
2,8j3 Princdon
1,253
Johns_ Hopkins 631
The Am. M01tlldy Review of Reviews, fan.
I90I,

/J 8I.
Selected by E. T.

KuziRIAN,

'or.

THE FILIPINO AUTONOMIST PARTY.

Cable despatches describe the formation
in Manila of the first political party under
the American regime; it will be called, we · ·
judge from the despatches, the Autonomist party. The principles advocated by
its leaders include full recognition of
American sovereignty, but also native
autonomy in local affairs whenever possible . It is stated that several of the more
intelligent Filipino leaders who are dispose~ to accept something less than inde·
pendence are interested in this movement.
The declaration of principles was adopted
at a meeting of Filipinos by a vote of 123
to 6. The Outlook, January 5, 1901. p. 5·
Selected by E. f. KuGIRIAN, 'o1.
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A FARMER'S

c

L:Ulllbe:tt Yqt'd.

Importer of

~4gricultural

2,000,000 Sbing·les Con~tant1y On Hand.
Also 2,000 000 Barn Boards

At The lowest

Po~sible

Cllentical.'l

SOLE PROPRIETOR OF

Prices

SANDERSON'S SPECIAL FORMULA

Office and Yard, Church St.,
WILT..IMANTIC,

CONN.

Office, 114 Church St., HA llTr'OHD, CT.
George K. NHson, 1,•·oprie1or.
P. J . 'fwomey, Yard

Circ·ulars Free.

Mann.~Jel'.

The Recognized Headquarters
Througho~t the State for

THE PERFECT EYE
will give you no annoyance. TI'Oub1e-eyes
need a ttention.

Dinner and Toilet Ware,

Every error of refraction carefu11y
aclj usted and Glasses to correct same
furnished.

Imported and Domestic.

Beaut.lfnl Brick-a-Brae ar·d Cut. Glass. Lamp~,
and Lamp F'itt.in!t~, Bat·stow Hay Stnte
Ran~.rc · s, Gas Hnd Oil StoVf' S, Rt-'frigatm·:-; and Kitcht~ n Furnishings.

EXAMINATION FREE.

We'll fix It all RIKht with the Puree.

THE MELLEN & HEWES CO.,

Graduate Optician,

725 1\IAIS ST., W,I\VI<:Rl.\' BUIL.I>I'iH,

638 Mnin StrePt.

JfAUTFcmn, CONN.
MOl>ERN STEAM CARPET CLEANING AND ROUOH
0

0

DRY FAniLY WASHINO 0

HOOKER HOUSE,

0

a. well as our Famous Shirt and Collar Work , i!'

Sure to Please.

RATES: LOOOINO, 75 CENTS.

Prices Right.

With tile Priv i lcl[e of Bat/z, Steam Heat, Samflle l?oom.
n11d Fret Carriage to a11d lrom ll1c De/HI/,

Maverick Laundry and Carpet Cleaning Works
82~ Main St.,

Willimafltic.

.L\.LL MEALS, 50 CENTS EACH.
FTTLL DAY, · 2 00.

.WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

Opposite H uokPr House .

ALBUMEN PHOTOGRAPHS

Up-to-Date Stationetty,

.

BASE BALLS, BATS,
GLOVES, ~IITTS, Etc.

. .

.ARE PEHMANg:\'1'

. .

.

Tb l·y n. 1·c· made only at
C. H. TOWNSEND'S STUDIO.
Vve use only the best materia l in producing them
OUR A RISTO PLATI:t\0 VELVET F I NISH ARE FINE.
Conn.
Willimantic,

~- ~- w-rL-~"V',
688 Main Strp~ t,
Willim ~tntic. Conn.

- -- - - -·- - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - -- -

JJ!~ITIHG

FO!R YOU.,.

a

We are waiting for you to find out the difference between the BEST GOODS
and the " mayhap " kind.
We've waited for a great many people who wanted to be snre of the best
goods, now we are waiting on them instead of for them, Absolutely pure goods,
equitable prices and courteous service are waiting for you at our store.
Respectfully,

1--1. '-/-

El e;·E: El E:-

too·K.OUT.
-- - - · - -

--.

~ MILITARY ~

r~

AND

THE BEST

H. E. REMINGTON

AT A
SMALL
PROFIT.
NOT
TRASH

F1~gs,

I

& GO.,
CLOTHIERS AID

SMALL

S\1\?o:t(cl.s, Slloqlcl.et<

:f\:flots, ct:flcl.
!{i1i tctt<Y Hq-qipfile:qts
. of (\ 11

l:t i11 els.

.

OUTFITTERS,

Before ordering your Suits, see our line for $10.

Willimantic, Conn.

OAK-HALL CLOTHING CO.,

ATA

L~.

CADET UNIFORMS,

of> to 165 Washin gton St.,
Boston, Mass .

i!l

The well dressed man

MERRILL H. JONES,

is h e who attraCts no attention by bein g over
dressed or shabbily dressed, but who has that
ne atness of appearance obtained by making
hi s selections from our stock of men's
wearable5.

Correc t in Style, Make and Price.

H. L. HUNT & CO.,

H~CK, liV[~Y 8r8ijA~DING 8l~Blf,
44 Union St., Wllllmanttc, Conn.
Extra fine Road Horst>s, Carriages, etc.
Hack s tand foot of Railroad St., TeL 9-3.

Instruments of Every Description.
STRINGS , TRIMMINGS, SHEET MUSIC
• . . AND MUSIC BOOKS • . •

A.

c_

A.ND1~EW7

Willimantic.

Conn.

AT BOWMAN'S
You get one of two thi n gs, either
T RAD~ MARK.

fttott'e Goods fotf the Same Money,

Stephen llane folgett,

'-- or -,

The Same Goods fot1 lless Money.
8 uit s made to oru 1·.
Trouse t·s mad to order,
Suits ready to wea l',
Trousers r eady t o wear,

$11.00
3.00
5 00
.98

and
and
and
and

up
up
up
up

A visit of inspection and inquiry involves
no obligation to purchase.
671 Main, St., Willimantic, Conn

MANUFACTURING
JEWELER . . . . .

<><JGLUB AND COLLEGE PINSl><>
AND RINGS.
Gold and Silver Medals.
Fine Art Stationery a Specialty.
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry.
200 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK .

HENRY FRYER,

••~t~tljatd itaU~r ••
Full line of Foreign and Domestic Woolens.
Latest Styles and most Fashionable
Desig·ns . . .
672 Main St.,

lnsunnee - Life, Fire and Acc id ent.
lo,estment-Five per cent . allowed on deposits.
Loans-For Home Owning, repaid Monthly .
Surety-On all kind s of Fidelty Bond s.
Mileage-On all lines leavi ng Willimantic.

ALLEN

B,

LINC LN'

10 N or1 h Street,

WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

A

EN IES,

WILLIMANTIC, ('ONN.

Telephone Connection.

L-IVE:F=tV
THE ELITE __;
'---$3.50 SHOE. Feeding and Boarding Stables.
Special attention given to
hitching and feeding horses.

SOLE AGENTS,

J. J. HENRY,

THE UNION SHOE CO.,
WILLIMANTIC,

767 Main St.,

CONN.
-

H. B. f>0~1'Ef\ & SON,

WILLIMANTI ', CONN.

Telephone Call ; 18-x2.
- - - -· -

------

J. F. CARR & CO.,

· DOORS, WINDOWS, BLINDS
HOUSE FURNISHING AND GENERAL MUL WORK.

Wood Materials, Tiles, Fire Place Goods,
. . . 81 ained Glass. . . .
N"ORVVIC~;,

CONN.

W. L. DOUGLASS'

$2.25, $3.00 and $3.50 SHOES, Calf. I
Vici, Box Calf and Patent Calf,
Lace or Congress,
At

Co~nbination

Clothiers

M1
Hatters and
·~~~
~f ~ Furnishers.

V\1. N. POTTER'S,

2 Union St.,

BUY YOUR

Willimantic, Conn.

J. 0. BLANCHETTE,

'

F00TWE1\R
AT

BRICK & SULLIVAN'S
i56 MAIN ST. ,

- - - - -· - ·

WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

CHAS. L. BOSS,

4umb)er & eaal#

Bakerg and Fa·f?C9 Cakes,
Wholesale and Betall.

Orders for Parties, Weddings etc .. promptly
, .. attended to . . . .
44 Church Street,

Willimantic, Conn.

The Barber Shop
At the Hooker House
is the BEST in Willimanti ·.
Bath Rooms Connect d. . .

T lephone

onnection.

50 NORTH ST.

A. GRENON, Proprietor.
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& CO.,
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I Willimantic, Conn.
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L~J

S~?o:t<els,
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~11ots, Clf1el

!{i1itCl:t<Y Bqt:lipfi1e:qts

. of "111-li:flds ..
Before o rd r ing your Suits, see our lin for $10.

OAK. HALL CLOTHING CO.,
oil to 165 Washing to n Ht. ,
Boston, 1\-Iass .

The well dressed man

MERRILL H. JONES,

is h e who attracts no attention by being over
dressed or shabbily dressed, but who has that
neatness of appearance obtained by making
his selections from our stock of men's
wearable~.

Correc t in Style, Make and Price.

H. L. HUNT & CO.,

~ACK, liVfRY ~r~ijARDING ~lA~lL
44 Union St., Willimantic, Conn.
Extra fine Road Horst>s, Carriages, etc.
Hack stand foot of Railroad St., Tel. 9-3.

·. I T
Instruments of Every Description.

STRINGS , TRIMMINGS, SHEET MUSIC
• . . AND MUSIC BOOKS . . •

A.

c_

AN.Dt~E

Willimantic.

W.,

Con n.

AT BOWMAN'S
You get one of two thi ngs, ei th er

ft'lott'e Goods fot1 the Same Money,

Stephen liane folgett,

'- - or . . . _

The Same Goods fot1 lless Money.
~uil :;

mad e to ortl

1·.

Trou e t· mad t o Ol'u e r
Suits r eady to w a1·,
Trous er 8 r ady t o wear,

T RAD~ MARK,

$11.00 and up
3. 00 and up
5 00 and up
.98 and up

A visit of inspection and inquiry involves
no obligation to purchase.

67r Main, St., Willimantic, Conn

MANUFACTURING
JEWELER . . . . .

o<JGLUB AND COLLEGE PINS I><>
AND RINGS.
Gold and Silver :Medals.
Fine Art Stationery a Specialty.
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry.
200 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK .

H.ENRY FRYER,

.•~tl:dJatd iraU~1: ••
Full line of F or eig n and Domestic Woolens.
Latest Styles and mo t Fashionable
D ·sig ns . . .
672 Main St.,

THE

I nsuFa nee - Li fe , Fire an d Accide nt.
In vestment-Fi ve per cent. all owed on depos it s.
I . oans-For Home O wnin g, repaid ~ l o n t hl y .
Surety - On all kind s of Fi dt!l t y Bond s.
Mileage-O n all lines leavi ng Wil l1mant ic.

ALLEN

10 N or1h

B,

~tree t,

WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

ELITE_ ~
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LN ' . A GEN lES,

WILLIMANTIC, ( 'ONN.

T elephone Co nn ection.
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"---$3.50 SHOE. Feeding and Boarding Stables.
Special attention given to
hitching and feeding horses.

S OLE A G ENTS,

THE UNION SHOE CO.,
WILLIMANTIC,

CONN.

H. B. f>Of\T'Ef\ & SON ,

J. J. HENRY,
767 Main St.,

WILLIMANTI ', CONN.

Tel e phon e Call ; 18-r2 .

J. F. CARR & CO.,

· DOORS, WINDOWS, BLINDS
HO USE FUR NI S HING AN D GENERAL MII. L WORK.

WooLl Materials, Tiles, Fire Place Goods,
. . . S1ained Glass . . . .
NOR"W"IO~ ='

CONN_

Co~nbination

Clothiers

W. L. DOUGLASS'

$2.25, $3.00 and $3.50 SHOES, Calf. I
Vici, Box Calf and Patent Calf,
Lace or Congress,
A t

~1 Hatters and
·~~~
~f ~ furnishers.

V\1. N. POTT E R'S,
2 Union St.,

BUY YOUR

Willimanti c,

'onn.

'

F00TWB1\R
.AT

BRICK & SULLIVAN'S
i 56 M AIN ST. ,

WILL I MA NTIC, CONN.

J. 0. BLANCHETTE,

Baker8 and Fa·I?C9 Cakes,
Wholesale a ncl Reta il.

Orders for P arti es, W eddings et c .. promptly
~ . . attended to . . . .
44 Cbur •b

tr·eet,

Willimantic, Conn.

CHAS. L. BOSS,

At the Hooker House
is th e R E T in Willimanti ·.
Bath Rooms Connected . . .
T eleph one

onn ection.

A . GRENON, Proprietor.

The Connecticut
Agricultural

College.

Industrial· Education f~or Both Sexes.

TU IT ION FREE IN ALL DEPARTMENTS .

•
A four years' course is provided for young ladies in General Science and Litera~
ture , Domestic Science including Cooking and Sewing of all kinds, in Physical Culture
with a furnished Gymnasium, and in Instrumental and Vocal Music.
A four years ' course in Agriculture, Horticulture, Veterinary Science, and Field
Engineering is given to young men, including practical work in Greenhouse Management , in Dairy Farming and in Poultry Culture.
Mechanical Drawing and work in Iron and Wood fatniliarize the students with
the use of tools, and make a beginning of the Course in the Mechanic Arts . A Practical Education at a minimum cost is offered , and one , in the acquisition of which , the
student can help himself financially .
The Exte nsion Department offers courses of home reading for ladies and gentlemen who desire to keep up their study of Nature. It provides text books at cost and
conducts lecture courses in connection with organized Extension Circles.
For parti culars address.
The Connecticut Agricultural College , Storrs , Conn.

